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Evaluating Performance and Reliability of Selective
Redundant Multithreading for GPGPU Applications
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With the widespread use of GPU architectures in general-purpose computations, evaluat-
ing the soft error vulnerability of GPGPU programs and employing efficient fault tolerance
techniques for more reliable execution becomes more prominent. Performing full redundancy,
based on the redundant execution of the complete program, results in resource consumption
and performance loss as well as energy inefficiency. Therefore, determining the most error-
prone regions of the target program code and replicating only those parts maintains both high
performance and acceptable error rates.
In this study, we propose a partial redundant multithreading mechanism based on the soft

error vulnerability of GPGPU applications and perform a trade-off analysis between performance
and reliability. Firstly, in our fault injection framework, we evaluate the most vulnerable code
regions of the target applications by considering kernel functions. Then, based on the outcome
of the fault injection experiments, we determine the kernel function to be replicated. According
to the pragmas denoting the redundancy points in the source code, our compiler back-end
generates the code that enables the redundant execution for the specified code region.
Our debugger-based regional fault injection tool generates fault injection points for each

kernel function based on the information gathered during the profiling phase. It evaluates the
silent data corruption (SDC) rates to get the soft error vulnerability of each kernel function of
the target GPGPU program. Additionally, our LLVM-based compiler framework generates the
target executable including redundant code sections for the specified kernel functions marked
by the programmer, who utilizes the feedback from our fault injection analysis.

We perform an experimental study to reveal the efficiency of our approach for a set of GPGPU
applications. Our fault injection experiments demonstrate that the code regions inside GPGPU
programs exhibit different characteristics in terms of soft error vulnerability, pointing to a
partial redundancy for both higher performance and reliability. Based on the recommendations
of our soft error vulnerability analysis, we perform redundant executions that replicate only the
most vulnerable parts of the target programs. We evaluate both the reliability and performance
of the redundant execution scenarios by conducting fault injection experiments and measuring
the execution time of the redundant program generated by our compiler-managed redundancy
technique. Our results demonstrate that protecting only the most vulnerable kernel functions
enables high reliability without hurting the performance significantly.
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Analysing IoT Applications with DISSECT-CF-Fog in
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Abstract
The Fourth Digital Revolution has created numerous challenges in the fields of Cloud Computing,
Fog Computing and Internet of Things. These paradigms are often associated as the Cloud-to-Thing
Continuum, where vast amounts of IoT data are analysed and stored in a multi-layered Fog-Cloud
topology, in which geographically separated nodes are responsible for data processing. Such systems
affect human life positively by offering various real time IoT applications. Nevertheless, by executing
these applications, we have to consider the trade-offs of energy consumption, computational power
usage, utilisation cost and other resource metrics. The emergence of simulation tools allows us to analyse
such complex IoT-Fog-Cloud systems thoroughly, however the efficiency and comprehensive observation
may require accurate and realistic models used in a simulation environment.

In this paper, we introduce the open-source DISSECT-CF-Fog simulator as a solution for investigating
the most challenging problems arising from the management of these modern network systems. It
provides fine-grained models with various parameters for IoT device and application behaviour, as
well as data centre management with realistic network settings. The simulation tool is also capable
of considering different algorithms for offloading of the computational nodes by taking into account
energy consumption of the system entities, IoT device mobility, and pricing schemes of real providers and
network properties as well. DISSECT-CF-Fog can also be a reasonable choice for large-scale experiments,
especially where the number of active entities exceeds tens of thousands.

We also describe the usability of DISSECT-CF-Fog in a comprehensive manner by two of the typical
IoT use cases. The first is a European-wide weather forecasting scenario, where IoT sensors (for instance
humidity or temperature detectors) sample the local environment conditions and send the sensed data
for further processing. To avoid the bottleneck effect of cloud resources and IoT application delays, they
can be aided by resource constrained fog nodes. In the second scenario logistics is involved, where
mobile devices are on the move continuously, and the system has to take into account the handover of
devices, in order to foster service availability and reduce the overall latency of the data.

Our evaluation results show that the system characteristics have serious effects on the aforementioned
trade-offs on operation costs, energy and resource utilisation. We provide greedy and more sophisticated
algorithms for deeply analysing the behaviour of the use cases, and we point out that DISSECT-CF-Fog
offers fundamental methods for fine-tuning the system parameters.
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Abstract
Nowadays, we are witnessing an unprecedented pace of technological development in smart systems,
incorporating sensing, actuation, and control functions. The current smart services and applications have
the following properties and needs: (𝑖) they are interconnected and need scalable, virtualized resources
to run, store and process data, (𝑖𝑖) they are mobile and can potentially access and build on user data
made available by smartphones and tablets, and (𝑖𝑖𝑖) they are getting smarter, so they may get access
to user data provided by connected smart devices. As the number of smart devices in smart systems
grows, the vast amount of data they produce requires high-performance computational and storage
services for processing and analysis and other novel techniques and methods that enhance these services
and their management. To support these needs, Cloud Computing services have been utilized for one
decade by responding to large-scale systems’ growing data management needs. They provide easy,
on-demand, location-independent access and enable highly scalable management using virtualization.
Meanwhile, the miniaturisation of electronic devices and improvements in battery lifetimes have led
to small computational devices with communication capabilities giving birth to the Internet of Things
paradigm.

Blockchain is the backbone technology for many Distributed Ledger and Distributed Computing
applications, such as digital cryptocurrencies and digital smart contracts. Solutions integrated with
Blockchains excel the provenance of high levels of security and trust and guarantee a fully immutable
log of transactional history without the interference or control of a central authority. Blockchain
applications have been proposed in a wide variety of environments such as distributed voting, eHealth,
Mobile Computing, Internet of Vehicles, etc. We believe that integrating Blockchain technology with
smart applications for managing data of mobile devices can further enhance the privacy and security
requirements of current complex systems.

In this position paper, we discuss Blockchain-integration possibilities for smart systems to support
the efficient, secure, and privacy-aware execution of smart applications. We envision a Blockchain
simulation framework capable of analysing Blockchain-integration possibilities with fog/edge and cloud
infrastructures at different layers of smart systems. The framework will be able to model and analyse
the behavior of Blockchain networks in large-scale smart systems.

In the future, we plan to provide enhancements to COVID-19-related applications based on our
vision, and use them to validate our proposal.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical systems interconnect sensors and actuators
with ever more complex computing functions running on in-
creasingly parallel and heterogeneous hardware. Characteristic
for cyber-physical systems is that non-functional properties
such as time, energy, security but also resilience against hard-
ware failure or cyber attack are as important for the orderly
behaviour of a system as traditional functional correctness. In-
tertwining functional and non-functional properties, the latter
often specific to some concrete execution machinery, creates a
specific challenge for sustainable software engineering, or in
other words is prone to create a software mess.

II. COORDINATION MODEL AND LANGUAGE

We propose the coordination language TeamPlay to intro-
duce non-functional properties as first-class citizens into the
software engineering process. The term coordination goes
back to the seminal work of Gelernter and Carriero [2].
The TeamPlay language follows an exogenous [1] approach
with full separation of concerns between intrinsic component
behaviour and extrinsic component interaction. We initially
proposed TeamPlay in [3]; this work introduces a revised
syntax, the latest extensions and sketches out the implemen-
tation tool chain. We illustrate TeamPlay by the example of a
maritime surveillance drone:

ObjectDetector

TinyDarknet

Darknet

OpenCV

Encryption

EncrMedium

EncrStrong

Image
Capture

Ground
Speed

Save
Frame

Decision
Message
Send

EncrWeaker

At the core of our approach is the organisation of an
application as a set of software components that interact
with each other exclusively via typed channels. Components
are implemented using a language suitable for the purpose
(typically C). Components are activated by the presence of
data tokens on their input channels and produce new tokens
on their output channels. Components may have multiple
versions (e.g. Encryption and ObjectDetector above) that target

different hardware units or solve the same problem with
different time, energy, security trade-offs.

III. TOOL CHAIN

We have designed and built a complete implementation tool
chain as illustrated below. At the core is our coordination com-
piler that takes a TeamPlay coordination programme and per-
component as well as per hardware unit specific information
from the non-functional properties file.

Coordination file

Coordination Compiler

Syntactic & 
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Analyses

Coordination
lexer/parser

Code
Generator

Target 
Compiler & Linker

Binary file

Component
object files

Config file

   Non-Functional 
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POSIX 
compliant OS RTEMS Coordination

RT Library

Our coordination compiler generates code for a variety of
runtime and operating systems and links this with the external
and independently compiled component implementations to an
executable binary.
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I. INTRODUCTION

As transistor density increases and gate voltage decreases,
the rate of transient faults also known as single event upsets
(SEUs) goes up. Software-based fault-tolerance against single
event upsets is attractive as it is able to protect workloads
on commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware. However, such
techniques incur a high price in terms of additional compute
resources. For example, instrumenting a binary using SWIFT-
R [1] increases its execution time by 99%.

Resource-constrained real-time systems may not have suffi-
cient processing resources to allow all tasks to run under fault-
tolerance regime at all times. This raises the research question
as how to best make use of available resources for best possible
fault tolerance. Our approach is based on the assumption that
certain tasks can withstand one incorrect result or deadline
miss, but not multiple consecutive ones [2].

We propose a new approach for such resource-constrained
systems. Our approach minimizes the effective unmitigated
fault-rate by selecting which tasks are to be run under fault-
tolerance. Our approach recognizes that the effective criticality
of a task may change over time due to earlier faults or lack
thereof, and as such runs different tasks under fault-tolerance
at different times.

II. TASK AND FAULT MODEL

Task model: We assume a periodic set of tasks τ with
a single period P and deadline D such that D ≤ P (no
pipe-lining). Furthermore, we support precedence relationships
between the tasks in our task model. For each task it is known
whether it produces output or not, and whether it can tolerate
one deadline miss or not. Finally, we assume the system is
sufficiently resource-constrained that only a strict subset of τ
can be run with fault-tolerance measures. This task model is
in line with the TeamPlay coordination language for cyber-
physical systems [3], which forms the overarching context for
this work.

Fault model: The inter-arrival time between SEUs is
exponentially distributed. We do not assume fault detection:
only when the task runs under a fault-tolerance scheme, can a
fault be detected and mitigated. When a task does not run with
fault-tolerance, it is not known whether it succeeded or not.
Finally, we assume that when some task fails (i.e. produces
incorrect data), all successor tasks fail as well due to operating
on incorrect data.

Fault detection and mitigation: We assume the presence
and implementation of some fault-tolerance scheme imple-
menting both fault detection and fault mitigation (e.g. spa-
tial/temporal triple modular redundancy, and that any task
can be run under that scheme. Our model allows the fault
mitigation itself to fail (e.g. due to successive SEUs during
both replicas of a task under triple modular redundancy), but
assumes that it is known when fault mitigation fails.

III. STRATEGY SWITCHING

We foresee both an online and an offline strategy switching
state machine:

Online: The online strategy switching component selects
a strategy s ahead of every (periodic) execution of the task set.
The strategy s dictates which tasks run under fault-tolerance
scheme (τft) and which not (τ−τft). After executing all tasks,
the online component uses information from the execution of
the task set to select the matching result r. This result reflects
the state of the tasks, including if they succeeded, failed, or if
it is unknown. This result is then used to select the best next
strategy for the next iteration of the task set.

Offline: The full set of strategies s ∈ S is computed
ahead of time, as well as the transition relation ∆ from any
given result r to the next best successor strategy ∆(r) = s.

We currently develop a variety of algorithms to compute S
and ∆, such that our choice of ∆ provides the lowest steady-
state rate of unmitigated faults.
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Abstract
The world wide web has dramatically evolved in recent years. Webpages are dynamic, expressed by programs written
in regular programming languages. Thus, web browsers are almost operating systems, having to interpret/compile such
programs and execute them within the browser itself.

Although JavaScript is widely used to express dynamic web pages, it has several short comings and performance inef-
ficiencies. To overcome such limitations, a new portable and size/load efficient language is being developed by major IT
powerhouses: WebAssembly. In this paper we analyse the current status and present a preliminary study on the energy
efficiency of WebAssembly. Our first results show that WebAssembly, while still in its infancy, already challenges JavaScript.

Keywords
WebAssembly, Software Energy Efficiency, Green Computing

1. Introduction
The advent of the mobile smartphone and its widespread
usage, change our lifestyle: everyone uses a computer
and/or smartphone to perform everyday tasks, such as
reading news, chatting with friends and playing games.
Most of these tasks are performed via web browsers: the
most widely used software tool to access internet. While
in the very beginning, browsers were used to navigate
via static web (HTML) documents, soon dynamic features
were included to make we pages more expressive. Al-
ready in the 90’s, Netscape and Sun reported JavaScript
(JS) as an “easy-to-use object scripting language designed
for creating live online applications that link together
objects and resources on both clients and servers”. Thus,
JS became the de facto client-side web scripting language.

Although JavaScript technology has improved by using
advanced Virtual Machines (VM) offering both Just-In-
Time (JIT) compilation and GPU support, JavaScript is
also known to have poor performance [1, 2]. In a recent
survey on the performance of 27 programming languages
implementing the same 10 software problems (non Web
specific) we showed that JavaScript is in position 15 in the
reported ranking and it is 6.5 times slower and 4.45 times
more energy greedy than the C language (the fastest and
greenest in that ranking) [3, 4, 5]. Because JavaScript
source code is on the web (downloaded together with the
static part of the webpage), its security and efficiency is
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of major concern. Internet attacks are often performed
by injecting malicious code into the JS component of the
webpage being downloaded/executed [6].

To overcome the limitations of JS, software developers
from the four major browsers designed WebAssembly
(Wasm) as a fast, safe, portable low-level bytecode tai-
lored for Web-based applications [2]. Like all bytecode
formats, Wasm aims at be the compilation target for the
Web, which like the code produced by a C compiler is
highly optimized at code generation time. By being a
binary format, Wasm is transmitted over the network
much faster than JS and thus reducing load times. More-
over, Wasm is designed such that function bodies code is
placed after all declarations, thus allowing browsers to
minimize pageload latency by starting streaming compi-
lation as soon as functions arrive over the wire.

As a consequence of this modern design architecture,
WebAssembly already shows that when a C program
is compiled to Wasm instead of JavaScript, it runs 34%
faster on Google Chrome [2]. Although speed is a key
aspect of an application, the widely use of powerful mo-
bile devices is making the energy consumption another
relevant aspect of software [7]. Unfortunately, there is
no work on analysing the energy efficiency of browsers
running Wasm applications. In this paper, we analyse
the performance of Wasm, both in terms of its execution
time and energy efficiency. We compare the performance
of 10 Wasm applications to their JavaScript counterparts.
Although WebAssembly is still in a very early phase, our
preliminary results show that Wasm is faster and more
energy-efficient most of the time. In fact, Wasm is con-
sistently more energetically efficient and faster than JS
when programs are executed with small inputs. Our re-
sults also show that with larger inputs, Wasm programs
are still faster and greener but the gap is smaller.
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The goal of the work is to perform preliminary identification of resource-aware problems
across various disciplines considered in scientific literature by formulations such as integer
linear programming (ILP), greedy algorithms, dynamic programming and genetic algorithms,
outlining the following:

1. resources,
2. scientific disciplines (associated with profiles of journals the works appear in),
3. practical applications.

As an example, in computer science, resources typically include: execution time (performance),
energy, memory/storage, ease of programming/development time. Problem formulations in
these cases are typically associated with trade-offs, for example: performance vs energy [1, 2],
performance vs security of a system [3], performance vs storage [4], performance/time vs
memory [5, 6], performance vs ease of programming/development effort [7].

Various applications considered in this analysis include, among others: allocating resources
for fighting forest fires [8], emission minimization, fossil resource usage minimization, employ-
ment maximization [9], allocation of health care resources [10], reconfiguration and resource
optimization in power distribution networks [11], site selection of a wind power plant [12],
operation of a hospital emergency department, studying the impact staffing policies have on
such key quality measures as patient length of stay (LoS), number of handoffs, staff utilization
levels, and cost [13], decision-CPM network in order to obtain an overall optimum including
time, cost, quality and safety in a road building project [14], resource allocation in communi-
cation [15, 16], clouds [17, 18], high performance computing systems [19, 1], management of
natural resources [20], education [21] etc.

Outcome of this analysis allows to further outline problem formulations from the identified
works and link analogous synthetic formulations and approaches used to solve the latter
from the algorithmic point of view. This potentially allows to reuse approaches to take up
problems already used in other disciplines and correspondingly identify base algorithms that
form algorithmic foundations for resource-aware computing.
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Open-Source Research on Time-predictable
Computer Architecture
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Abstract
Real-time systems need time-predictable computers to be able to guarantee that computation can be
performed within a given deadline. Therefore, these systems are resource aware systems, where time is
the primary resource considered. This paper presents an open-source project on a time as a resource
aware computer architecture.

Open-source software is currently the basis of many Internet services, e.g., an Apache web server
running on top of Linux with a web application written in Java. Furthermore, for most programming
languages in use today, there are a open-source compilers available.

However, hardware designs are seldom published in open-source. Furthermore, many artifacts
developed in research, especially hardware designs, are not published in open source. The two main
arguments formulated against publishing research in open source are: (1) “When I publish my source
before the paper gets accepted, someone may steal my ideas” and (2) “My code is not pretty enough to
publish it, I first will clean it up (which seldom happens)”.

In this paper and in the presentation I will give counterarguments for those two issues. Furthermore,
I will present the successful T-CREST research project, where almost all artifacts have been developed in
open source from the day one on.
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The complex industrial systems consist of many heterogeneous devices running different pieces of 

software in a layer-organized environment.  

Starting from the sensors/actuator layers, through the edge layer, via SCADA and manufacturing 

execution systems (MES) to enterprise resource planning (ERP), all pieces of equipment run the 

software that needs to be updated from time to time. Furthermore, all these pieces of software 

communicate with each other using different protocols which makes the software update process a bit 

more complex. 

The main objective of this paper is to highlight the common problems with software updates across 

multiple layers and to bring the set of recommendations and guidelines for the most effective and the 

cheapest software updates – from the resource awareness point of view. 

The most critical points for resource management are the storage capacity (especially on the lower 

levels) and the data traffic through the connecting networks. I.e., MES systems could run in a shop floor 

environment on computers connected to the wireless network which could experience different 

disruptions as the result of the operating nearby machines generating high frequencies. When deploying 

a new version of the software to some device, an update package needs to be distributed via a network, 

stored to the destination device, and the old version needs to be backup in case of roll-back.  

Depending on the type of devices, their number, and the layer of running software, the amount of 

transferred data (per device) could be anything between 1kB and 1GB. Considering regular data traffic, 

these additional bytes could create significant additional network load causing communication 

problems. Also, the devices, where the software is run, could have a limited storage capacity which 

would require backup on a remote location. 

Furthermore, in the case of detected update errors, the deployment system needs to provide the 

possibility to roll back to the previous version of the software which requires additional time and 

network resources. 

To reduce the impact of the mentioned problems on the system uptime, we tried to define the general 

approach that could be configured to use the combination of blue-green and canary deployment 

approaches in combination with both shared and local backups. In that way, we tried to establish the 

most effective deployment environment, applicable on each software layer. 

In this paper we will present the following scenarios and the effects of different deployment 

configurations: 

- Software update on one layer 

- Communication protocol update between layers (leading to software update on both sides) 

- Complex update including protocol and software changes in random layers 

- Backup fails strategy 

- Deployment fail/ Rollback strategy 

- Rollbacks fail strategy 

The results we achieve vary between different software layers and scenarios but applying proposed 

strategies we managed to reduce the data traffic in some cases roughly up to 30% and the downtime by 

65%. Also, for some scenarios, we even increase the data traffic to reduce downtime. In the paper, 

detailed results will be presented. 

As the next steps in the development, we will briefly present the digital twin of the industrial system 

that could be used to simulate different deployment and recovery strategies. 

 

 



A Prototyping and Evaluation Framework for
Research on Timing-analysable Memory Hierarchies
for Embedded Multicore SoCs
Florian Haas, Sebastian Altmeyer

University of Augsburg, Germany

The performance of multicore processors is strongly desired in various domains of embed-
ded systems to satisfy the increasing demand for computational power. Complex algorithms
and software systems, e. g. in autonomous driving, would benefit from high-performance
general-purpose shared-memory multicores. However, these processors do not meet the typical
requirements on real-time and safety, and thus cannot be used without performance-degrading
and laborious software mechanisms. Elaborate methods in such systems have been developed
to further improve the average-case performance of the processor, for example the increasing
depth of the memory hierarchy. These and the shared resources, like last-level caches, buses,
and main memory, result in the ultimate challenge of calculating tight WCET bounds for the
tasks in a time-critical system.

The general objective of research on this topic is to facilitate predictable performance, with
minimal over-estimation of timing bounds, by reducing the sources of potential interferences on
shared resources. Existing software-based approaches, e. g. performance counter monitors, or
program modification during compilation, are limited, as they can either only detect excessing
interferences, or are required to be applied to all tasks of the system. Thus, hardware mechanisms
promise a better lever to control the behaviour of any task on the system, although they
demand for a proper evaluation platform. To research potential improvements on shared
resource accesses under timing constraints, a realistic model of a typical memory hierarchy
is needed in the first place. Microarchitecture simulators with multicore configurations exist,
but their processor-centric design does not support for a prototype implementation and a
realistic evaluation. Further, the evaluation system needs to be capable of executing realistic
benchmarks, for prototyping different ideas, as well as for a thorough evaluation of their impact
on the performance.

This paper describes the requirements of a research-centric multicore SoC for embedded
systems, and outlines the assembly of the individual parts into a synthesizable design for both
simulation and prototyping on an FPGA. The framework is based on ChipYard, which supports
design and evaluation of full-system hardware, using the Rocket Chip generator and its in-order
RISC-V CPUs. The main benefit of ChipYard is the configurability and customizability of the
involved modules. The interconnects could also be replaced with a NoC to research on manycore
systems, or a combination of both with shared-memory clusters connected through a NoC.
Based on the proposed framework, the research on elements of the memory hierarchy will be
facilitated to improve the applicability of multicore processors in embedded systems.
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Abstract  
One of the present tasks of the modern information society is the design of complex multi-core information 

systems, taking into account the rational use of system resources, namely, the development of a new 

resource-aware approach for the design of next generation information systems, including smart home 

systems, autonomous transport, cyber-physical systems, etc. 

This paper considers the application of data mining technology to solving the problem of optimizing 

technical solutions taking into account the resource-aware approach, based on the method of multicriteria 

optimization using a genetic algorithm (GA). Evolutionary optimization techniques allow to cope with the 

multidimensionality, nonlinearity, and stochasticity of real data sets. 

All types of used system resources are parameters of a technical solutions and can be considered as points 

in a multidimensional feature space, which allows finding optimal solutions according to some complex 

criterion. 

As the formation of such a complex criterion is a rather difficult task, due to the specifics of technical 

solutions, it is of interest to use many criteria (parameters), namely, finding the Pareto front of optimal 

solutions - non-dominated solutions. In this case, the main criteria to be optimized may be the execution 

time of certain tasks, the energy consumed, the multiprocessor architecture used, etc. 

As a rule, the criteria are interdependent, i.e. an increase in one of them can lead to a decrease in the value 

for the other; therefore, the use of multicriteria optimization makes it possible to search for a trade-off 

between them or to find the non-dominant solutions, where none of them is better than the other in all the 

considered parameters and therefore have the same importance. In this case, many solutions are allowed, 

each of which is acceptable in the absence of preliminary information about the importance of the criteria. 

The main advantage of using evolutionary methods in multicriteria optimization is the ability to obtain many 

alternative solutions, as well as intermediate solutions that can be analyzed and the final decision can be 

made. Having a set of several non-dominated solutions obtained as a result of multicriteria optimization of 

the technical solutions taking into account the resource-aware approach, it is possible to choose a solution 

that is most preferable for a specific applied problem.  
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The upcoming Fifth Generation (5G) and beyond systems are expected to achieve several
performance objectives towards supporting various emerging applications/platforms, including
the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]. Thus, these interconnected things (e.g. machineries) tend to
become more and more mobile and flexible. This kind of flexibility offers the possibility to
collaborate among the machines. In such a scenario, a set of individual machines partly work
together to solve a job and after this, they diverge or rebuild in another constellation. This
kind of flexibility has an impact on the process of (safety) risk analysis [2] and their resulting
definition of safety functions. The meaning of risk in this context is the probability of a harm
getting too dangerous in combination with the severity of harm.
Several methods are available to have a systematic approach for estimating the risk, such

as Risk Priority Numbers (RPN), Risk graph and As Low As Reasonably Practicable (ALARP).
Depending on the risk level, it is necessary to define the mitigation measures as (a) inherent safe
construction (b) risk reduction by safeguarding or implementation of complementary protective
measures and (c) risk mitigation measures by safety management or behaviour rules.

The idea behind this work is to introduce a method based on the multi-agent system theory
by deriving the requirements from complex system to a simple safety function and modelling
the behaviour of the number of single functional safety function back into the complex system
under the circumstances by super positioning of functional safety functions. This concept
will help to identify safety requirements for individual safety agents and supports the system
safety engineering concept for dynamic complex systems. This paper introduces the safety risk
analysis method mentioned above with an application example for a negotiation process of
safety functions in unmanned transport vehicles (i.e., agents).
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Abstract
In the design of critical real-time embedded systems, predictability in timing behavior and in system resource
usage is necessary. Vestal’s mixed-criticality task model and the Predictable Execution Model (PREM) help
achieve these objectives in different ways. Under Vestal’s model, multiple worst-case execution time (WCET)
estimates are considered for each task, with corresponding degree of confidence, and associated with a different
criticality level. The schedulability analysis can derive the appropriate timing safety guarantees for each
task without using more conservative estimates than needed, thereby avoiding overengineering. The adaptive
variant of Vestal’s model also allows for system modes, with some tasks idled at mode change and more
conservative WCET estimates thereafter assumed for remaining tasks. Meanwhile, the 2-state PREM model,
via compiler support, first fetches from memory (into the cache) all the locations that a task will access, and
only subsequently proceeds with computation. This removes a lot of the uncertainty in WCET estimation
stemming from the cache state and memory access delays, leading to better predictability and tighter WCET
estimates. Vestal’s model and the PREM model, however, were independently conceived, and never combined.
In this work, we explore different possibilities about how these two models could be combined. We focus
on the semantics of multiple (static or probabilistic) per-task estimates of processor computation time and
number of memory accesses, how these can be derived, the associated compiler and O/S support required,
and the implications for timing analysis.
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In this short paper we motivate and present an approach to estimating the entire energy
consumption of a web-based software system. The purpose of the estimation is to be able to
document – and in the future also predict – the impact of changes to the platform such as
energy-reducing initiatives or a growth in the number of users. In the future, we hope that such
energy estimates will play an important role in energy certified software development.

There has been previous research on energy consumption of software systems by analysing
and optimising the source code of application software. For distributed, communicating systems
such as web-based systems, it is crucial also to consider the relationship between software
running on different devices in order to understand the energy consumption of the whole system.
Studies on the energy consumption of web services have found that there are three major energy
consumers: user-devices (42%), data transmission via networking (27%) and servers perhaps
in data centres (31%). This indicates that we have to take all three major energy consumers,
and their interdependencies, into consideration when evaluating the impact of energy reducing
initiatives.

Our research will be driven by a major case study on Edora A/S’s Work Force Planner (WFP),
which has a fairly typical web service architecture. WFP is a live, self-service web-based booking
and resource management system with 500,000 daily interactions used by many local authorities
in Denmark such as job centres, unemployment insurance funds and public authorities. We aim
to build an energy model for WFP incorporating parameters influencing energy consumption,
including both top-down features such as measured electricity usage, user behaviour and
network traffic as well as bottom-up features obtained by analysing the source code running
on servers and client devices. Potential modelling techniques include semantics-based code
analysis and abstraction, and models such as priced timed automata supported by the advanced
formal modelling tool UPPAAL.
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